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some men come to occupy positions in American
society from which they can look down upon, so
to speak, and by their decisions mightily affect, the
everyday worlds of ordinary men and women.
They are not made by their jobs; they set up and
break down jobs for thousands of others; they are
not confined by simple family responsibilities;
they can escape. They may live in many hotels and

houses, but they are bound by
no one community. They need
not merely “meet the demands
of the day and hour”; in some
part, they create these de-
mands, and cause others to
meet them. Whether or not
they profess their power, their
technical and political experi-
ence of it far transcends that of
the underlying population.
What Jacob Burckhardt said of
“great men,” most Americans
might well say of their elite:
“They are all that we are not.”

The powers of ordinary men are circumscribed
by the everyday worlds in which they live, yet
even in these rounds of job, family, and neighbor-
hood they often seem driven by forces they can
neither understand nor govern. “Great changes”
are beyond their control, but affect their conduct
and outlook nonetheless. The very framework of
modern society confines them to projects not
their own, but from every side,
such changes now press upon the
men and women of the mass soci-
ety, who accordingly feel that they
are without purpose in an epoch in
which they are without power.

But not all men are in this sense
ordinary. As the means of informa-
tion and of power are centralized,

Conventional wisdom suggests that U.S. society operates as a democracy, guided by the
“voice of the people.” C. Wright Mills argues that above ordinary people—and even
above many politicians—are “the higher circles,” those who run the corporations, operate
the military establishment, and manipulate the machinery of the state. It is this relatively
small handful of people whom Mills calls “the power elite.”
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The power elite is composed of men whose
positions enable them to transcend the ordinary
environments of ordinary men and women; they
are in positions to make decisions having major
consequences. Whether they do or do not make
such decisions is less important than the fact that
they do occupy such pivotal positions: Their fail-
ure to act, their failure to make decisions, is itself
an act that is often of greater consequence than
the decisions they do make. For they are in com-
mand of the major hierarchies and organizations
of modern society. They rule the big corpora-
tions. They run the machinery of the state and
claim its prerogatives. They direct the military es-
tablishment. They occupy the strategic command
posts of the social structure, in which are now
centered the effective means of the power and the
wealth and the celebrity which they enjoy.

The power elite are not solitary rulers. Advisers
and consultants, spokesmen and opinion-makers
are often the captains of their higher thought and
decision. Immediately below the elite are the pro-
fessional politicians of the middle levels of power,
in the Congress and in the pressure groups, as well
as among the new and old upper classes of town
and city and region. Mingling with them, in curi-
ous ways which we shall explore, are those profes-
sional celebrities who live by being continually
displayed but are never, so long as they remain
celebrities, displayed enough. If such celebrities are
not at the head of any dominating hierarchy, they
do often have the power to distract the attention of
the public or afford sensations to the masses, or,
more directly, to gain the ear of those who do oc-
cupy positions of direct power. More or less
unattached, as critics of morality and technicians
of power, as spokesmen of God and creators of
mass sensibility, such celebrities and consultants
are part of the immediate scene in which the
drama of the elite is enacted. But that drama itself
is centered in the command posts of the major in-
stitutional hierarchies.

The truth about the nature and the power of
the elite is not some secret which men of affairs
know but will not tell. Such men hold quite various
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theories about their own roles in the sequence of
event and decision. Often they are uncertain
about their roles, and even more often they allow
their fears and their hopes to affect their assess-
ment of their own power. No matter how great
their actual power, they tend to be less acutely
aware of it than of the resistances of others to its
use. Moreover, most American men of affairs
have learned well the rhetoric of public relations,
in some cases even to the point of using it when
they are alone, and thus coming to believe it. The
personal awareness of the actors is only one of
the several sources one must examine in order to
understand the higher circles. Yet many who be-
lieve that there is no elite, or at any rate none of
any consequence, rest their argument upon what
men of affairs believe about themselves, or at
least assert in public.

There is, however, another view: Those who
feel, even if vaguely, that a compact and power-
ful elite of great importance does now prevail in
America often base that feeling upon the histori-
cal trend of our time. They have felt, for example,
the domination of the military event, and from
this they infer that generals and admirals, as well
as other men of decision influenced by them,
must be enormously powerful. They hear that the
Congress has again abdicated to a handful of men
decisions clearly related to the issue of war or
peace. They know that the bomb was dropped
over Japan in the name of the United States of
America, although they were at no time consulted
about the matter. They feel that they live in a time
of big decisions; they know that they are not
making any. Accordingly, as they consider the
present as history, they infer that at its center,
making decisions or failing to make them, there
must be an elite of power.

On the one hand, those who share this feeling
about big historical events assume that there is an
elite and that its power is great. On the other
hand, those who listen carefully to the reports of
men apparently involved in the great decisions
often do not believe that there is an elite whose
powers are of decisive consequence.
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Both views must be taken into account, but nei-
ther is adequate. The way to understand the power
of the American elite lies neither solely in recog-
nizing the historic scale of events nor in accepting
the personal awareness reported by men of appar-
ent decision. Behind such men and behind the
events of history, linking the two, are the major
institutions of modern society. These hierarchies
of state and corporation and army constitute the
means of power; as such they are now of a conse-
quence not before equaled in human history—and
at their summits, there are now those command
posts of modern society which offer us the socio-
logical key to an understanding of the role of the
higher circles in America.

Within American society, major national power
now resides in the economic, the political, and
the military domains. Other institutions seem off
to the side of modern history, and, on occasion,
duly subordinated to these. No family is as di-
rectly powerful in national affairs as any major
corporation; no church is as directly powerful in
the external biographies of young men in Amer-
ica today as the military establishment; no col-
lege is as powerful in the shaping of momentous
events as the National Security Council. Reli-
gious, educational, and family institutions are not
autonomous centers of national power; on the
contrary, these decentralized areas are increas-
ingly shaped by the big three, in which develop-
ments of decisive and immediate consequence
now occur.

Families and churches and schools adapt to
modern life; governments and armies and cor-
porations shape it; and, as they do so, they turn
these lesser institutions into means for their ends.
Religious institutions provide chaplains to the
armed forces where they are used as a means of
increasing the effectiveness of its morale to kill.
Schools select and train men for their jobs in cor-
porations and their specialized tasks in the armed
forces. The extended family has, of course, long
been broken up by the industrial revolution, and
now the son and the father are removed from the
family, by compulsion if need be, whenever the
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army of the state sends out the call. And the sym-
bols of all these lesser institutions are used to le-
gitimate the power and the decisions of the big
three.

The life-fate of the modern individual depends
not only upon the family into which he was born
or which he enters by marriage, but increasingly
upon the corporation in which he spends the most
alert hours of his best years; not only upon the
school where he is educated as a child and ado-
lescent, but also upon the state which touches
him throughout his life; not only upon the church
in which on occasion he hears the word of God,
but also upon the army in which he is disciplined.

If the centralized state could not rely upon the
inculcation of nationalist loyalties in public and
private schools, its leaders would promptly seek to
modify the decentralized educational system. If the
bankruptcy rate among the top 500 corporations
were as high as the general divorce rate among the
37 million married couples, there would be eco-
nomic catastrophe on an international scale. If
members of armies gave to them no more of their
lives than do believers to the churches to which
they belong, there would be a military crisis.

Within each of the big three, the typical insti-
tutional unit has become enlarged, has become
administrative, and, in the power of its decisions,
has become centralized. Behind these develop-
ments there is a fabulous technology, for as
institutions, they have incorporated this technol-
ogy and guide it, even as it shapes and paces their
developments.

The economy—once a great scatter of small
productive units in autonomous balance—has
become dominated by two or three hundred giant
corporations, administratively and politically in-
terrelated, which together hold the keys to eco-
nomic decisions.

The political order, once a decentralized set
of several dozen states with a weak spinal cord,
has become a centralized, executive establishment
which has taken up into itself many powers previ-
ously scattered, and now enters into each and every
cranny of the social structure.
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The military order, once a slim establishment
in a context of distrust fed by state militia, has
become the largest and most expensive feature of
government, and, although well-versed in smiling
public relations, now has all the grim and clumsy
efficiency of a sprawling bureaucratic domain.

In each of these institutional areas, the means
of power at the disposal of decision makers have
increased enormously; their central executive
powers have been enhanced; within each of them
modern administrative routines have been elabo-
rated and tightened up.

As each of these domains becomes enlarged
and centralized, the consequences of its activities
become greater, and its traffic with the others in-
creases. The decisions of a handful of corpora-
tions bear upon military and political as well as
upon economic developments around the world.
The decisions of the military establishment rest
upon and grievously affect political life as well as
the very level of economic activity. The decisions
made within the political domain determine eco-
nomic activities and military programs. There is
no longer, on the one hand, an economy, and, on
the other hand, a political order containing a mili-
tary establishment unimportant to politics and
to money-making. There is a political economy
linked, in a thousand ways, with military institu-
tions and decisions. On each side of the world-
split running through central Europe and around
the Asiatic rimlands, there is an ever-increasing
interlocking of economic, military, and political
structures. If there is government intervention in
the corporate economy, so is there corporate inter-
vention in the governmental process. In the struc-
tural sense, this triangle of power is the source of
the interlocking directorate that is most important
for the historical structure of the present.

The fact of the interlocking is clearly revealed
at each of the points of crisis of modern capitalist
society—slump, war, and boom. In each, men of
decision are led to an awareness of the interde-
pendence of the major institutional orders. In the
nineteenth century, when the scale of all institu-
tions was smaller, their liberal integration was
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achieved in the automatic economy, by an au-
tonomous play of market forces, and in the auto-
matic political domain, by the bargain and the
vote. It was then assumed that out of the imbal-
ance and friction that followed the limited deci-
sions then possible a new equilibrium would in
due course emerge. That can no longer be as-
sumed, and it is not assumed by the men at the
top of each of the three dominant hierarchies.

For given the scope of their consequences, de-
cisions—and indecisions—in any one of these
ramify into the others, and hence top decisions
tend either to become coordinated or to lead to a
commanding indecision. It has not always been
like this. When numerous small entrepreneurs
made up the economy, for example, many of them
could fail and the consequences still remain local;
political and military authorities did not inter-
vene. But now, given political expectations and
military commitments, can they afford to allow
key units of the private corporate economy to
break down in slump? Increasingly, they do inter-
vene in economic affairs, and as they do so, the
controlling decisions in each order are inspected
by agents of the other two, and economic, mili-
tary, and political structures are interlocked.

At the pinnacle of each of the three enlarged
and centralized domains, there have arisen those
higher circles which make up the economic, the
political, and the military elites. At the top of
the economy, among the corporate rich, there
are the chief executives; at the top of the politi-
cal order, the members of the political direc-
torate; at the top of the military establishment,
the elite of soldier-statesmen clustered in and
around the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the upper
echelon. As each of these domains has coin-
cided with the others, as decisions tend to be-
come total in their consequence, the leading
men in each of the three domains of power—the
warlords, the corporation chieftains, the politi-
cal directorate—tend to come together, to form
the power elite of America.

The higher circles in and around these com-
mand posts are often thought of in terms of what
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position within the political economy. If our in-
terest in the very rich goes beyond their lavish or
their miserly consumption, we must examine
their relations to modern forms of corporate
property as well as to the state; for such relations
now determine the chances of men to secure big
property and to receive high income.

Great prestige increasingly follows the major
institutional units of the social structure. It is ob-
vious that prestige depends, often quite decisively,
upon access to the publicity machines that are
now a central and normal feature of all the big in-
stitutions of modern America. Moreover, one fea-
ture of these hierarchies of corporation, state, and
military establishment is that their top positions
are increasingly interchangeable. One result of
this is the accumulative nature of prestige. Claims
for prestige, for example, may be initially based
on military roles, then expressed in and aug-
mented by an educational institution run by cor-
porate executives, and cashed in, finally, in the
political order, where, for General Eisenhower
and those he represents, power and prestige fi-
nally meet at the very peak. Like wealth and
power, prestige tends to be cumulative: The more
of it you have, the more you can get. These values
also tend to be translatable into one another: The
wealthy find it easier than the poor to gain power;
those with status find it easier than those without
it to control opportunities for wealth.

If we took the 100 most powerful men in
America, the 100 wealthiest, and the 100 most
celebrated away from the institutional positions
they now occupy, away from their resources of
men and women and money, away from the
media of mass communication that are now fo-
cused upon them—then they would be powerless
and poor and uncelebrated. For power is not of a
man. Wealth does not center in the person of the
wealthy. Celebrity is not inherent in any personal-
ity. To be celebrated, to be wealthy, to have power
requires access to major institutions, for the insti-
tutional positions men occupy determine in large
part their chances to have and to hold these val-
ued experiences.

their members possess: They have a greater
share than other people of the things and experi-
ences that are most highly valued. From this
point of view, the elite are simply those who have
the most of what there is to have, which is gener-
ally held to include money, power, and prestige—
as well as all the ways of life to which these lead.
But the elite are not simply those who have the
most, for they could not “have the most” were it
not for their positions in the great institutions.
For such institutions are the necessary bases of
power, of wealth, and of prestige, and at the same
time, the chief means of exercising power, of ac-
quiring and retaining wealth, and of cashing in
the higher claims for prestige.

By the powerful we mean, of course, those
who are able to realize their will, even if others
resist it. No one, accordingly, can be truly pow-
erful unless he has access to the command of
major institutions, for it is over these institu-
tional means of power that the truly powerful
are, in the first instance, powerful. Higher politi-
cians and key officials of government command
such institutional power; so do admirals and gen-
erals, and so do the major owners and executives
of the larger corporations. Not all power, it is
true, is anchored in and exercised by means of
such institutions, but only within and through
them can power be more or less continuous and
important.

Wealth also is acquired and held in and through
institutions. The pyramid of wealth cannot be un-
derstood merely in terms of the very rich; for the
great inheriting families, as we shall see, are now
supplemented by the corporate institutions of
modern society: Every one of the very rich families
has been and is closely connected—always legally
and frequently managerially as well—with one of
the multimillion-dollar corporations.

The modern corporation is the prime source of
wealth, but, in latter-day capitalism, the political
apparatus also opens and closes many avenues to
wealth. The amount as well as the source of in-
come, the power over consumer’s goods as well
as over productive capital, are determined by
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of informal connections, and that to some degree
there is an interchangeability of position between
the various hierarchies of money and power and
celebrity. We must, of course, note at once that
if such an elite stratum does exist, its social visi-
bility and its form, for very solid historical rea-
sons, are quite different from those of the noble
cousinhoods that once ruled various European
nations.

That American society has never passed
through a feudal epoch is of decisive importance
to the nature of the American elite, as well as to
American society as a historic whole. For it means
that no nobility or aristocracy, established before
the capitalist era, has stood in tense opposition to
the higher bourgeoisie. It means that this bour-
geoisie has monopolized not only wealth but
prestige and power as well. It means that no set
of noble families has commanded the top posi-
tions and monopolized the values that are gener-
ally held in high esteem; and certainly that no set
has done so explicitly by inherited right. It means
that no high church dignitaries or court nobili-
ties, no entrenched landlords with honorific ac-
couterments, no monopolists of high army posts
have opposed the enriched bourgeoisie and in
the name of birth and prerogative successfully 
resisted its self-making.

But this does not mean that there are no upper
strata in the United States. That they emerged
from a “middle class” that had no recognized
aristocratic superiors does not mean they re-
mained middle class when enormous increases in
wealth made their own superiority possible. Their
origins and their newness may have made the
upper strata less visible in America than else-
where. But in America today there are in fact
tiers and ranges of wealth and power of which
people in the middle and lower ranks know very
little and may not even dream. There are families
who, in their well-being, are quite insulated from
the economic jolts and lurches felt by the merely
prosperous and those farther down the scale.
There are also men of power who in quite small

The people of the higher circles may also be
conceived as members of a top social stratum, as
a set of groups whose members know one an-
other, see one another socially and at business,
and so, in making decisions, take one another
into account. The elite, according to this concep-
tion, feel themselves to be, and are felt by others
to be, the inner circle of “the upper social classes.”
They form a more or less compact social and
psychological entity; they have become self-con-
scious members of a social class. People are ei-
ther accepted into this class or they are not, and
there is a qualitative split, rather than merely a
numerical scale, separating them from those who
are not elite. They are more or less aware of
themselves as a social class and they behave to-
ward one another differently from the way they
do toward members of other classes. They accept
one another, understand one another, marry one
another, tend to work and to think if not together
at least alike.

Now, we do not want by our definition to pre-
judge whether the elite of the command posts are
conscious members of such a socially recognized
class, or whether considerable proportions of the
elite derive from such a clear and distinct class.
These are matters to be investigated. Yet in order
to be able to recognize what we intend to investi-
gate, we must note something that all biographies
and memoirs of the wealthy and the powerful and
the eminent make clear: No matter what else
they may be, the people of these higher circles
are involved in a set of overlapping “crowds”
and intricately connected “cliques.” There is a kind
of mutual attraction among those who “sit on the
same terrace”—although this often becomes clear
to them, as well as to others, only at the point at
which they feel the need to draw the line; only
when, in their common defense, they come to un-
derstand what they have in common, and so close
their ranks against outsiders.

The idea of such ruling stratum implies that
most of its members have similar social origins,
that throughout their lives they maintain a network
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groups make decisions of enormous consequence
for the underlying population. . . .

CRITICAL-THINKING QUESTIONS

1. What institutions form the “interlocking trian-
gle” in Mills’s analysis? Why does he think these
are the most powerful social institutions?
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2. Explain how Mills argues that the existence of
a power elite is not a consequence of people per
se but a result of the institutions of U.S. society.
3. Does the lack of an aristocratic history mean
that power is dispersed throughout U.S. society?
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